Media Kit

JDF Sports is an online sports media network that uses the
power of social media to provide sports fans with updates and
analysis from a single source. Our goal is to become an industry
leader in online sports media by capitalizing on the rise of
social media and streaming as old school mediums such as
cable and radio decline. We accomplish this using a variety of
news and opinion-focused live streams and podcasts with a
familiar, informative, and entertaining tone, along with daily
social media posts that include news updates, custom content,
live events, daily blogs, and YouTube videos.

The JDF Sports staff understand what our core demographic
is looking for regarding relatability, reliability, and fan
engagement. By providing trustworthy, consistent, and constant
interactions with our followers, JDF Sports maintains a
connection to our fans, unlike our competitors.

What Makes Us Different From Others?
The unique personalities of our hosts, combined with their knowledge of sports,
keep our banter fresh and make JDF Sports’ content unique and engaging. All
of our content combines a professional feel with an identity consumers relate
to. After building a foundation as a reliable sports media entity, we have worked
tirelessly to continue to increase our following daily. Since there are a very
small number of successful sports media networks that are social
media-based, the opportunity is here for the taking and we are already
capitalizing on it.

While other popular sports media outlets are struggling to adapt their content
for the changing digital world and searching for ways to stay relevant, JDF
Sports has built an archive of content on the media platforms of tomorrow. This
has boosted our success with new consumers checking our digital footprint.
According to podcasthosting.org, 75% of the US population knows what a
podcast is, while there are an estimated 3.43 billion people who are going to be
on social media by 2023 based on statistics from statista.com. These are the
platforms upon which JDF Sports has built a trustworthy foundation.

How Do We Do It?
By going live across multiple social media platforms simultaneously we have
the ability to have open conversations with our thousands of live viewers
through reading and responding to comments. This has made us one of social
media’s most engaging sports talk networks. By going live weekly with a nine
(9) show line up, we deliver professional, engaging, and entertaining sports talk
shows to our viewers. Maintaining a consistent lineup grants us the ability to
maximize the growth of each individual show in our network.
Our lineup of shows allows us to have a multitude of premiere guests to create
exclusive content through interviews. To date our have guests have included:
ESPN writer Joon Lee, Boston Bruins 1st Round draft pick Zach Senyshyn,
New York Giants’ on-air talent Lance Medow, Scott Hanson host of NFL
RedZone, former NFL player Dexter McCluster, Miami Dolphins 1st round pick
and Clemson Tigers star Christian Wilkins, former NFL fullback and owner of
IceShaker Bottles Chris Gronkowski, and many more.
With a presence on all major social media platforms, JDF Sports introduces
live, breaking news updates as a supplemental way to engage our audience
daily, which keeps our consumers watching for our next post. We also release
daily JDF Sports branded content such as memes, videos, discussions, and
highlights of shows. This enables us to further promote our upcoming
broadcasts and events to our already engaged market.

Our Lineup
Fantasy Egos

Transfer Portal Podcast

The second-longest tenured show on JDF Sports,
“Fantasy Egos” runs weekly on Tuesday evenings
during the NFL season. JDF Sports Fantasy
Football Expert Tyrell Stewart hosts alongside
producer Kevin Fitzmaurice to bring the latest
updates and analysis for both daily and
season-long fantasy football formats.

Walt and Fonz (Alec Walt and Alfonso De
Falco) bring their expertise in college
football and basketball to our airwaves each
Saturday morning before NCAA football
games on the Transfer Portal Podcast.

Buckets

Puck Off

“Buckets,” features JDF Sports co-owner Justin Kearns
discussing the latest and breaking news in the NBA.
With co-hosts Xavier Godette and Gabe Olari, this
show airs weekly on Thursday evenings during the NBA
season and bi-weekly during the NBA offseason.

Chris Nosek is joined by co-host Dillon James to
bring JDF Sports fans the latest news and
analysis in the NHL world. “Puck Off” airs on
Tuesday evenings during the NHL season
switching to bi-weekly during the offseason.

JDF Sports Specials
JDF Sports specials are hosted periodically through the various sports seasons focused
around different events and milestones. These also include specials about major news
events, draft coverages, championship specials, interviews with high profile guests,
sit-downs with JDF hosts, fantasy sports questionnaires, and many many more
Fitz Lounge- Sunday Morning Tailgate
Our premier show, “Fitz Lounge” consists of JDF Sports founder Kevin Fitzmaurice
discussing the latest and breaking news in the NFL. Featuring an array of guest
co-hosts coinciding with discussion topics, this show airs Wednesday evenings on a
weekly basis during the NFL season and bi-weekly during the offseason.

In The Pen
Host Alec Walt bring his knowledge of baseball to the
JDF Sports airwaves Monday evenings during the
MLB season to cover the latest news in the MLB.

Four Corners

JDF F.C.

“Four Corners” airs on alternating Thursday
evenings. This WWE-based show features Fonz De
Falco and Mike DeSanto covering major events and
news from the WWE.

Bundesliga, La Liga, Premier League, Major League
Soccer, Serie A, UEFA Champions League, and
anything else soccer are fair game for hosts Conor
Robinson and Brandon Andrade on this weekly show
on JDF Sports.

Ringside with Rob

Off The Dome

Rob Gentile brings his professional expertise as an
amateur MMA fighter in the world of combat sports to
JDF Sports’ “Ringside with Rob” which runs Thursday
evenings on a weekly basis.

Off The Dome is our first ever regionally specific
show tailored to louisiana based sports such as
New Orleans Saints, New Orleans Pelicans, and
LSU Tigers hosted by Louisiana native Sean
Militello live every other Thursday.

Knowing OUR Fans
As important as it is to grow our audience, it is equally important to have a proper
understanding of the demographics that make up our current fanbase.

●

73% of our fan engagement comes from males between the ages of 18 and 34
○

The remaining 27% comes from females aged 22 to 34

Our fans range across the United States and include an
international audience with fans from Canada, Australia,
India, Mexico, Germany, and Puerto Rico engaging
regularly.

OTHER COMMON INTERESTS OF OUR MAIN DEMOGRAPHIC
●

Alcohol

●

Video games

●

Food

●

Cars

●

Hip-Hop music

●

Games

●

Fitness

●

Technology

●

Technology

●

Humor/Memes

●

Table games

●

Fishing

●

Outdoor sports

●

Action/Comedy movies

●

Fashion/Style

Knowing OUR Fans cont.
Live Streaming
According to neilpatel.com, 63% of people between the ages of 18 and 34 are watching live-stream
content on a regular basis and by 2021 the industry will be worth an estimated $70.5 billion. By
live-streaming our shows we easily have a global reach that allows for frequent engagement with our
audience, which in turn, improves audience retention.
With a combination of Open Broadcast Systems and StreamYard, our show hosts are able to provide viewers
with professional and interactive show experience. These programs allow us to broadcast our live shows
simultaneously across all our social media platforms thus enabling us to build the highest number of
live viewers possible and giving our fans the ability to follow shows on their preferred platform.
Data from cordcutternews.com suggests that over the next couple of years over 70 million Americans will
likely be canceling their cable subscriptions and moving to stream services.

Social Media
Our daily news updates in addition to our JDF Sports branded content allows us
to keep our audience informed and engaged on an hourly and sometimes
even minute to minute basis.
Our updates maintain a consistent and professional appearance including
headlines and photos with accurate information from trusted sources. With
eyes constantly focused to our social media feeds we deliver not only breaking
news, highlights, memes, polls, and reports but JDF Sports exclusive
branded contents like rankings, audiograms, highlight clips, promos,
discussion posts, and other various forms of visual media created by our
very own content team.

Knowing OUR Fans cont.
Podcasts

YouTube

Further data from podcasthosting.org shows that roughly
68 million Americans listen to podcasts on a weekly
basis and 80% of them are between the ages of 12 and
54. We aim at this market by recording each show as it
airs. Upon its completion, we edit and master it for
publication to all major podcasting platforms within 24-48
hours of the show airing. These podcasts are also
posted across our social media channels allowing our
audience to share with their followers, increasing our
impressions and following, since approximately 60% of
podcast listeners learned about new podcasts through
social media. We further simplify things for our fans by
utilizing the umbrella of the JDF Sports brand so fans
only have to follow one handle to access all our shows.

YouTube is not only the second-largest search
engine used on the internet but also has over 5
million videos watched on a daily basis, and
more than 1.3 billion people using the platform.
With 62% of its users comprised of males
between the ages of 18 and 33, JDF Sports
already boasts a similar audience. By posting
custom videos as well as highlight clips, and
full shows; we are able to push our brand on
this larger platform. By producing exclusive
content for YouTube we can now drive
subscription numbers up and build the live
streaming audience on our YouTube channel.
Website

In 2020 we launched our website www.jdfsports.com which
features a blog section for JDF Sports staff members to
share a more in-depth analysis of the latest news and
upcoming sporting events. This platform will provide us with
a greater ability to share other opinions held by the staff’s
unique personalities with our audience on off days for shows.
Launching a blog has also helped us to expand our reach
and tap into a market of consumers looking for long-form
written content. According to techinjury.com, roughly 77% of
internet users read blogs on a regular basis.

What Can JDF Sports Do For You?
With the platform of an online sports media network, we have the ability to reach mass amounts of
consumers with one click, opening up for marquee opportunities for potential advertisers who are looking
to get a message, product, or idea across to our audience.
Our unique approach to advertising finds ways to engage our audience rather than simply inform them. With our steady growth,
your identity and brand will grow with us as we will find creative ways to engage our audience with your brand and
advertisements through a variety of different approaches and packages .

Our exposure will reach an active and upscale demographic and our tactics will create a highly responsive marketing strategy just for
you. With our “JDF Sports” twist we will make our custom content advertising campaigns entertaining and provide an organic feel so our

audience has a higher chance of engaging with your brand. This gives us the ability to develop marketing tactics tailoring
exactly to your advertising needs.
Through intensive research, we have broken down our services and set our prices based on the value of the audience, time involved
for preparation per item, involvement within that specific media, reach, and frequency. With an average market price of an
estimated $25 per every 1,000 consumers on the web, these prices do not include quality or engagement of content and are
strictly based on the number of eyes or ears that will come in contact with a message or idea.

Impression Summary
Facebook
6,300 Followers
340,000 people reached (per month average)
Live streaming stats
2,700 live views (per episode average)
14,000 people reached (per episode average)

Instagram
5,300 Followers
210,000 impressions (per month average)

Podcast subscriptions
800 subscribers (across all podcast hosting platforms)
30,000 downloads

Twitter
2,000 Followers
86,000 impressions (per month average)

Advertising Options
Logo on live feed
●
$5.00 per episode
●
$15.00 for four episodes per month
●
$25.00 for eight episodes per month
●
$50.00 for every show during the month
Live read on-air
●
$10.00 per show
●
$30.00 for four shows per month
●
$50.00 for eight shows per month
●
$85.00 for every show during the month

Social media post
●
$5.00 per post
●
$15.00 for four posts per month
●
$25.00 for eight posts per month
Additional: $15.00 to have post pinned on the top of
our Facebook and Twitter page for one (1) week and
an additional $5 for each subsequent week
$25.00 for custom text and graphic or a sponsored
social media segment.

Featured products in studio
●
$5.00 per episode (willing to accept product
or service trade)
●
$15.00 for four episodes per month
●
$25.00 for eight episodes per month
●
$50.00 for every show during the month

Commercial
●
$10.00 per episode
●
$30.00 for four episodes per month
●
$50.00 for eight episodes per month
●
$85.00 for every show during the month
Addition- $50.00 for custom JDF Sports
commercial

Blog write up
●
$30.00 per post
●
$100.00 four posts per month
Additional: $25.00 for posts to be shared on JDF Sports
social media pages
Ticker text
●
$10.00 per episode
●
$30.00 for four episodes per month
●
$50.00 for eight episodes per month
●
$100.00 for every show during the month
Sponsored YouTube content
●
$50.00 per upload
●
$75.00 for two uploads per month
●
$150.00 for four uploads per month
Website Logo
●
$15.00 per month

Product banner on website
●
Bottom of page $20.00 per month
●
Side of page $30.00 per month
●
Top of page $40.00 per month
Custom YouTube Short - $75.00 per upload
Sponsored Program Segment
●
$15.00 per episode
●
$50.00 for four segments per month
●
$90.00 for eight episodes per month
●
$115.00 for every show during the month
Logo on YouTube content
●
$15.00 per upload
●
$50.00 for four uploads per month
●
$100.00 for all uploads per month
Giveaway - A sponsored giveaway of either a
product or service of your company OR an
agreed-upon item funded by your company.
○
Inquire about pricing options
Sponsored Podcast Advertising
●
$5.00 per episode
●
$15.00 for four episodes per month
●
$25.00 for eight episodes per month
●
$50.00 for every podcast uploaded that
month
●
Additional: $20.00 for a custom script by
our JDF Sports staff

Live read on-air - General awareness about your brand and product with additional information such as a website or social media accounts once
(1) per show.
Custom YouTube short - An entertaining YouTube short exclusively for your brand. Featuring an ad read and link to your website after the short.
Featured products in the studio - During our live shows, we will feature your product(s) in-scene.

Logo on live feed - Your logo exclusively featured on our live program.
Sponsored program segment -An exclusively sponsored show segment (agreed upon by both parties on a per show basis.)
Blog Write Up- An exclusive JDFSports.com blog write-up featuring information about your product and company. This will be written by a JDF
Sports staff member and posted to our website.
Product Banner on Website- A custom product banner featured in a prominent manner on JDFSports.com web pages.
Ticker text - Include a short blurb about your brand in our news ticker at the bottom of our live feed with your logo exclusively attached

Website Logo - Your company logo featured in our “partners” section of the JDFSports.com website with a link to your company website and a
brief description of your company offerings.
Sponsored YouTube content - A sponsored YouTube segment (agreed upon by both parties) Featuring an ad read and link to your website after
the short.

Social media post - A short post to create a general awareness of your brand or product with links to social media accounts or
websites shared on our social media channels.
Commercial - We will air your commercial once (1) during our live shows.
Logo on YouTube content - Your logo featured as part of intro to YouTube exclusive content posted with link to your site in description of video.

$750 (over a $1200 value)

Package Options

$500 (over a $700 value)
$250 (over a $350 value)

$80 (over a $100 value)
-4 (four) general social media posts per
month about your brand or product.
-4 (four) live reads per month about
your brand or product (script provided.)
-4 (four) general podcast
advertisements per month about your
brand or product (script provided.)
-Logo featured on website under
“partners” page.
-1 (one) custom blog write up for the
duration of agreement written by our
JDF Sports team about your product or
service, then shared on our social
media pages.

-6 (six) general social media posts per month
about your brand or product.
-4 (four) sponsored JDF Sports show
episodes featuring a custom live read, logo
featured on feed, and sponsored ticker text
about your brand or product (1) once per
episode.
-Featured product(s) in the main studio.
-1 (one) sponsored live show segment per
month agreed upon by both parties.
-4 (four) commercials played per month
(commercial provided.)
-4 (four) custom podcast advertisements per
month about your brand or product.
-Logo featured on our website under the
“partners” page.
-1 (one) custom blog write up for the duration
of agreement written by our JDF Sports team
about your product or service, then shared
on our social media pages.
-1 (one) custom YouTube short about your
product or service for the duration of
agreement, then shared on our social media
pages.
-Product banner on the bottom of various
JDF Sports website pages.

-4 (four) sponsored JDF Sports social
media segment posts agreed upon by both
parties per month.
-8 (eight) sponsored JDF Sports show
episodes featuring a scripted live read, logo
featured on feed, and sponsored ticker text
about your brand or product (1) once per
episode.
-Featured product(s) in the main studio.
-2 (two) sponsored show segments per
month agreed upon by both parties.
-8 (eight) custom JDF Sports commercials
plays per month.
-8 (eight) custom podcast advertisements
per month about your brand or product.
-Logo featured on our website under the
“partners” page.
-2 (two) custom blog write ups for the
duration of agreement written by our JDF
Sports team about your product or service,
then shared on our social media pages.
-1 (one) custom YouTube short about your
product or service for the duration of
agreement, that is shared on our social
media pages.
-2 (two) sponsored YouTube short
segments agreed upon by both parties.
Product banner on the side of various JDF
Sports website pages.

-8 (eight) sponsored JDF Sports social
media segment posts agreed upon by
both parties per month.
-Sponsored JDF Sports show episodes
featuring a custom scripted live read,
logo featured on feed, and sponsored
ticker text about your brand or product
(1) once per episode for every episode
that month.
-Featured product(s) in the main studio
-2 (two) sponsored show segments
agreed upon by both parties.
-Custom JDF Sports commercials to be
played once (1) every show per month.
-8 (eight) custom podcast
advertisements per month about your
brand or product.
-Logo featured on our website under the
“partners” page.
-2 (two) custom blog write ups for the
duration of agreement written by our
JDF Sports team about your product or
service, then shared on our social
media pages.
-2 (two) custom YouTube shorts about
your product or service for the duration
of agreement, that is shared on our
social media pages.
-4 (four) sponsored YouTube short
segments agreed upon by both parties.
-1 (one) custom sponsored giveaway in
your brand’s name.
-Product banner on the top of various
JDF Sports website pages.

The Fine Print
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖

15% discount if paid in full.
10% discount on partnerships over 3-months.
A signed agreement must be met and will be agreed upon by both parties.
Early cancellation comes with a 30% fee of the remaining balance of the agreement.
➢
If package is paid in full then the prorated balance balance will be returned, less the 30% early termination fee
Per episode show type choices are made at the discretion of JDF Sports unless discussed otherwise.
Per show pricing is done so that we can honor agreement regardless of which shows air during the month.
Agreements made based on a specific show are made under a one show per week broadcasting schedule, should a
show not air during a week of the agreement a proportionate amount will be either refunded or credited towards future
advertisements as agreed upon by both parties.
Payments are accepted by check, credit/debit card, PayPal, or Venmo.
All provided pricing shown is based on a minimum of a three (3) month commitment.
Pricing is subject to change with 90 days notice submitted in written form by JDF Sports.

Kevin Fitzmaurice
Founder/CEO
fitz@jdfsports.com

Justin Kearns
Co-founder
kearns@jdfsports.com

Chris Nosek
Director of Sales
chris@jdfsports.com

978-895-2636

774-823-4357

978-549-5731

